The Ocean

Lyrics

Spiral
we feel what we think and that is why we are
what we think
if we have evil thoughts, pain comes on us
and makes us suffer
we ourselves are made by our thoughts
by weapons with the sinister potential of
destroying their own master
but the pathways in our mind can lead us to
enlightenment and happiness
as you’ve been raping my home
the only way
collapsing
corrosive your tears ran with
my own
bleeding, creeping violation
triggering the fear of dying alone
feels like a new life
anyways
shattered mirrors in my
home
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Procedure 9
black roots born in your ashes thriving inside
the spores of nothingness proliferate
within all thoughts, all meaning
monsters in us fighting a war and all of us
will fall

withering lives we all have seen descent…
fading our memories it’s killing us, keeps us
bleeding and our old life is turning into
a place so dark without you
the only thing that remains

unatoned it’s a natures sin that’s torn
all our resilience to all things to…
come along with a faceless murderer within
our midst
that’s hiding inside you and burning up your
mind eating you alive

standing still while awaiting your world dying as life itself will just cease to exist
destroys all thoughts all meaning
chaos inside raging and disembodied you
fade out
withering lives we all have seen descent…

withering lives we all have seen descent
a sickness breaking through
withering eyes we’ll never see again
the sickness is our youth
we can still feel this tension
forcing itself through our
bones deep into this place
the vast fabric of everything trembles
unthinkable atrocity, a spiritual paradox
walk a path into dark places
run, inside – break up your connection to this
world below, nothing but this eternal void
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abandon all hope all faith a life lived to die
god it’s not yours to give and take
don’t give a goddamn fuck!

Therapy
no grave, no ashes, there’s no grief
just this place in my head
bound to my desire for relief
words, that came alive
told me bout the end of
everything
i feel betrayed
by my own mind
this sore inside
there is no place to grief no grave to see
`cause i
i was a lie, just a vast reflection,
see i’m far away from
everything
see in my life, here i am destroyed
feel the pain arise
inside i die
crawling faster into my void
feels
like mirrors fall apart in me
and everything i touch is
turning to ashes
that’s why i feel so cold inside
this might be my last goodbye
to my own mind
this sore inside
there is no place to grief no grave to see
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`cause i
i was a lie, just a vast reflection,
see i’m far away from
everything
see in my life, here i am destroyed…
i ain’t no liar when i say
anyways…
was talking to myself
inside
anyways…
i didn’t choose this life so i can’t give it
away
in any way
life
kind of follows
rules that i can’t change
in any way
leave it all behind me
when i try (to) become the one that i used
to be
lying to myself
you were right – trying hard won’t change
my life
what does
is time
words that came alive
told me `bout the end of everything
`cause i
i was a lie…

Regret. Rewind. Retry.
i’m consuming the pleasures
cool i
walk away from my last
your face down
you are
now blaming me for the fission you can feel

i cant stop you from crawling back…

i am just sinking back on my knees
the things i have done turn out to be
feeding your hate with passion…

god – seems like someone else’s tragedy
like a drama i came to see
born from the inside of your eyes

i can’t stop you from crawling back
into your inside
i see it in your eyes
a battering time could never heal
that i can’t help you with

stop wanting me, touching me
it’s what you see in me
what you need to believe in
stop seeing me as a part of you
making you whole again
and rebuilding your meaning

shout it out you’re wanting me
trying on my own
i see it in your eyes
stepping back – a lot of things
you can’t get over again
a place i cannot be
hating
something that precious fading
i’m walking backwards
seeing your contemptuous eyes

feel you – all bonds have been breaking
away
my conscience yield to temptation
seething my bliss inside

lost everything – a frantic war you feel inside
withstand these pushing thoughts
slowly driving you insane
start separating your obsession from my
own
behold the world around
get the fuck out of my goddamn face
i cant stop you from crawling back…

a failure – everything turns out to be
things i have done – no chance to be
feeling that you’re special
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feel you…

The Ocean
cry out, hold the cross that’s burning our
eyes
divine intrusion engraving their words inside
let us bow down to their voracious hollow
breed machine
it’s their messiah burning within the lies they
breathe

there’s been this war,
all the blood, the dead inside of me
a war that i lost in the end
burning down my faith
feel the truth
burn the god inside
how long i fought the signs i see

there was no time where the gods tried to
believe in me so now i’m fine to see their end

hell that’s gotta be inside of me…

giving up my faith
it is time
become the enemy
how long i fought the signs i see

i’m fading inside you and i
feel like i’m breaking you
shining thru all of these years
alive in vain

everything’s dying here, everything’s burning
me and i can’t feel it
pricking in my eyes, taking all light
turns into
darkest night

born by the end of all life…

hell that’s gotta be inside of me – it comes
alive feeding on my fear and my pride
i can feel that it’s breathing in me
it’s time to rise – broken by my desire
born by the end of all life
taking it up – the god i fight for
try to be his rising legacy – fading in the end
the faith i’ve been running from all my life
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hell that’s gotta be inside of me…
crawling thru your nights
into my own demise
killing me inside now
god creates
i can’t believe it all
faking the smile i thrive

Disarray
broken, torn apart
reach out my hand so insecure
numb i’m falling again
it doesn’t seem alright
that breathing feels like drowning
crawling faster
and this light is getting warmer
i’m feeling nothing
but fear that i will die in here
i cannot break again, cannot break again
cold
so cold inside, i’m freezing
can’t move can’t stand
I am fading away and drown
and I’m breaking – i’m loosing control
and i can see that i’m dying here, that i’m
drowning here
and this life, that seems so
far away
no one sees me behind these wall of lies
never faces looked so blurry like this time
and i’m hearing myself cry out
Battering walls down inside – in me – not me
come here precious and hear me
i’m crying
i’m loosing
my life and
my lies bend
this truth to
my own
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The Gift
source of friction
the tension keeps growing
inside you
malformation in their eyes
disengaging from the entity
cry out
undone
your fragile connection
to their world
hide inside a hole digged with your bare
hands
strife – your way to keep a path in the other
ones lives
but you will always feel me at your side
seeing this chaos in your eyes
when everything you touch is meant to die
a new world may arise
pushed back
distance
you feel their cold eyes
watch your failures
and every step you take to fall
disrespect, disdain that cuts your wrists
feeling like
transgression
of natures laws
shut up
but you will always feel me at your side…
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created in these lines
a new world may arise
stepping forward
and claiming your rights
knowing
you’re failing in their eyes
hate in your eyes
and pain in your veins
meaning
they’ve failed you all the time
burn it all down
tear it all down
but you will always feel me at your side…
drink up
smash it
you’re breathing in
burned injustice
to the live you could have lived
all needs neglected
self destruct
war without blood
lost inside
so fuck it all

Signal
this is my gift, this is my obsession
to my own disorder
the scars, the blood, the truth
bleeding from the inside out
exhale
the void
that’s left in you

that is god-made violation
blood
runs black
right through my thoughts in vain
the aggression reflects from these walls
my shattered integrity
build up everything…

decompiling these words to the code
rebuild the thoughts
inject the core
all lies decomposed in this room
the light burning from the inside
build up everything
infiltrate the hostile
breathe in the ashes, find the exiled
hollow and blinded we fall
guiding the way the dead will follow
the systems fail
embrace the sorrow
pull me in
the signal fades away
this alternating
versions of myself
spreading from these roots
deadborn malformation
rot
denied
the path
i had
to choose
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while you open up your eyes
see me falling down
while you’re falling apart
time and space
lies dissolving within my thoughts
cold and dead i am
walking under these skies
these orders given
myself under pressure
looking back at my faults
to automate my reboot – resurrection
burn the wires
within my veins
build up everything…

